Medication Risk Management Program

Driving better outcomes through continuous monitoring and proactive alerts

Fast Facts:
- As many as 40% of a patient population may have undetected genomic conflicts with their prescribed medications, resulting in unnecessary poor outcomes, fall risks and other adverse events.
- Many medication issues related to a resident's unique genetic profile can be identified through the use of a reimbursable genetic test.
- This program can continually monitor patient populations for changes in medications or diagnosis that could trigger a potential medication-related adverse event.

About the Program
The MedTek21 Medication Risk Management Program (MRM) has been designed to assist in the identification, monitoring, and management of potential issues associated with patient medications. Utilizing a combination of software, services, and clinical support, the Medication Risk Management program drives real and ongoing value to patients, payers, and clinicians.

Components
The MRM program is a combination of patient screening software, patient testing services, and clinical support resources to assist the facility with implementation. The MRM program continually assesses all patients, and ensures medical necessity is present for any patients recommended for additional analysis.

Program Features
The MRM program is purpose built to improve outcomes for patient populations. The program is 100% HIPAA compliant, and utilizes testing and analysis that has been CLIA and COLA certified. Clinical resources assist clinicians and consulting pharmacists in the interpretation of patient results. Critical alerts enable the ability to review and correct new potential issues as quickly as possible.

This program enables providers to safeguard high-risk patients, and also manage populations for better outcomes and higher survey scores.

Program Benefits
- Enhanced clinical outcomes
- Reduced readmissions
- Better medication compliance
- Reduced falls

For more information on the medication risk management program, contact 484.356.0677 or info@medtek21.com